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SUMMARY

District Sales Leader (DSL) with 31 years of experience in the Food domain To obtain a position 
that will enhance my personal business acumen by utilizing and expanding upon experiences in 
sales, team collaboration, customer interaction, and effective communication while 
simultaneously striving to meaningfully contribute to company goals and objectives and improve 
efficiency.

SKILLS

Sales Management, Distribution, Direct Sales, Microsoft Office, Customer Relationship 
Management, Service, SAP

WORK EXPERIENCE

District Sales Leader (DSL)
Nestle  1999 – Present 
 Overseeing the regular sales, distribution and customer interaction with accounts such as 

Safeway, Fred Meyers, Winco, Walmart, Albertsons, other independent retail grocers and small
format grocery accounts.

 Managing, coaching and developing the sales representatives within a specific territory that 
services accounts (both retail and small format) within that territory, to obtain growth in sales 
and distribution of our products and meet our company goals.

 Coaching and managing the frontline team to a route structure contributing to superior 
customer service and increased sales.

 Utilizing the sales materials to sell in resets to customers, focusing on in-store execution on 
new item distribution and strategic placement of our products.

 Participating in the training of new small format launch off in Alaska.
 Maintaining that structure which leads to the least amount of customer loss due to product 

change, payment change and competitor take over.
 Communicating and activating the regional marketplace initiatives to maximize revenue and 

share growth.

District Sales Leader
ABC Corp  1987 – 1999 
 Created a positive, highly motivated team culture to spur execution within the marketplace.
 Sold against baseline and promotional opportunities through store calls with decision makers.
 Collected and interpreted statistical data utilizing Pepsico applications to gain potential 

business.
 Managed area sales for a range of customers totaling over $6.5 million in annual sales.
 Sold new products, temporary and permanent space, and annual agreement contracts to a 

range of retailers.
 Lead a team of route sales representatives in the execution of weekly sales plans and 

promotional activities.
 Conducted &quot;one-with-one&quot; meetings with sales representatives weekly to coach 

and communicate company focus and initiatives as well as review performance.

EDUCATION
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Bachelors Of Science - 1996 to 1999(Portland State University  - Portland, OR )
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